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Key Issue

There would seem to be no doubt that the land-use planning system for retail development, certainly in England, has become complicated over time, to the frustration of some in government and business. The Barker Review recommended that as part of a simplification and improvement the ‘need test’ be removed. The ‘need test’ applied to developments outside town centres, but some would argue given the role of impact assessment and qualitative need considerations that quantitative need is a ‘redundant criterion’. Others argue that the ‘need test’ is a safeguard or check on whether there is a ‘need’ or ‘space’ for non-town centre developments.

This Briefing paper lays out the arguments on both sides, ahead (at the time of writing) of a new White Paper on Planning. The issue has somewhat energised, but polarised, opinions. This perhaps reflects the sense that PPG6 and PPS6 are having the desired effect, that environmental and competitive concerns require a degree of caution over changes to current processes, but also that the UK retail sector continues to lag (and the gap may be growing) international competitors and the planning policy is a barrier to new entry to the retail market.

Background

An extensive discussion of the background is given in Chapter 5 of Cliff Guy’s 2007 book Planning for retail development: A critical view of the British experience. This highlights how the issue of need has become part of planning policy. Guy’s 2007 article in Regional Studies provides a succinct resume of the key developments in the interpretation of the need test. The Barker Review in its recommendation that the need test could be removed from PPS6 without damage to the overall policy has brought the issue to the forefront of discussion over the past few months. The Competition Commission has taken up discussion of Barker Review’s proposal in the investigation of the groceries market.

Terminology

A continuum appears to exist between retail deficit and retail saturation in terms of understanding need. Other terms such as capacity, need and demand are also used. Need is usually a quantitative measure based on an audit of existing and forecast population, forecast expenditure for convenience and comparison sectors and floorspace including forecast productivity increases (ODPM, 2005). It is perhaps unfortunate that quantitative dimensions of need have so dominated approaches to the subject at the expense of qualitative dimensions.

Scottish policy and English policy differ on the issue of need. Scotland has always followed a broadly similar, but more flexible, retail planning policy than that in England. In Scotland however, although the need test is not required, there is critically also a different sequential policy.

The meaning of ‘need’ has changed over time, but faces new challenges as a result of retail innovation, retail formats and consumer demand and aspirations. Qualitative aspects would appear to be more critical for consumers. Distinguishing need and
demand remains a difficult balancing act. Need has become part of the language of planning and physical development negotiation so much so that it takes on meaning not explicit in the term itself.

**Key Quotes**

‘Need must be demonstrated for any application for a main town centre use which would be an edge of centre or out of centre location and which is not in accordance with an up to date development plan document strategy’ (ODPM, 2005, para 3.9)

‘Planners should not be attempting to determine if there is sufficient ‘need’ for a given application – rather the applicant, who is bearing the risk, should be responsible for assessing that likely demand is sufficient to make the development viable. This has implications for the ‘town centre first’ policy priority. There are a number of means by whereby this goal is promoted including the sequential test and the impact tests of Planning Policy Statement 6. These should be retained. But the requirement for applicants to demonstrate need should be removed, and can be done without harm to the overall policy. In addition, where there are concerns about potential consumer detriment caused by restricted competition in local retail markets, should the Competition Commission conclude that there is evidence of anti-competitive conduct, the Government will also need to play a role in encouraging new entrants to a market where a new site becomes available.’ (Barker, 2006, 7)

‘The conclusion can be drawn therefore that policies relating to need assessment could be simplified in future government guidelines on retail planning. Quantitative need appears to be in most circumstances a redundant criterion.’ (Guy, 2007, 136)

‘BCSC is concerned that removing the need test will make it easier to get permission for large format, out of centre retail development which would:
- reduce the prospects of getting investment in town centres
- divert trade away from medium and smaller sized towns.
The need test has proved the most useful check on whether there is room for out-of-town proposals’ (BCSC, 2007, 6)

**The Arguments**

The table below attempts to summarise briefly the arguments for and against retaining the need test. It draws on material from the references cited in this Briefing Paper. In particular it reflects the opposing arguments of experts such as Cliff Guy and Michael Bach (email addresses at end of Briefing Paper). Those with town centre interests favour retention of the need test whilst those with an out of town perspective advocate removal. The grouping of the arguments into two sections is intended to clarify the different issues involved.
### Arguments for retaining need test

Pipeline development would dry up if there was a hint of relaxing policy threatening town centre vitality and viability. Without it policy would be weakened and planning by appeal would increase.

### Arguments for removing need test

Scottish policy does not require the need test. The need test is not integral to retail planning policy implementation and town centre goals.

### Comments

The context of change, whether across planning or just in retailing, would impact on the interpretation of the removal of the need test. Scottish policy is also different in other integral ways.

### Arguments relating to the implementation of the need test

The need test is considered robust and is the only ‘headroom’ test used. Impact tests are based on assumptions which are hard to verify and open to varying interpretations. The need test could even be strengthened further to assist existing businesses including small retailers.

### Arguments for removing need test

Planners should have robust development plans which would be effective in curtailling inappropriate applications. The market should determine need and development including levels of competition not planners. The need test favours extensions and reduces new entry and thus competition and productivity levels.

### Comments

Retail planning policy should be aligned with wider planning goals and the balance between demand and provision. Current retail policy is aligned in this way although polity is shifting and retail demand and provision are continually being redefined.

### Arguments relating to the retail regulatory environment

Satisfying demand is only part of good planning. Planning is about good management of resources and welfare issues rather than fostering competition which may waste resources. Big retailers adopt ‘bullying’ tactics and misuse planning gain.

### Arguments for removing need test

The need test is considered nebulous and less satisfactory than impact tests. Impact tests are more significant in terms of town centre vitality and viability which are what is being tested. The variables taken into account in the need test do not reflect the variations in retailing or shopping expectations. Convenience and comparison concepts are too general. Research into impact assessment and outcomes could clarify processes.

### Comments

The need test may not be as robust as claimed and may not take into account the fact that one sq m of retail use is not the same as another. In concept, however, it offers ‘legibility’ but at the expense of superficiality and neglect of quality aspects.

### Arguments relating to the implementation of the need test

Regeneration sites are outside town centres. There is an inverse relationship between negative impact and need, so impact is sufficient. (By the same relationship it could be argued that need test is adequate)

### Arguments for removing need test

Space restrictions raise rents and land prices

### Comments

This could be argued either way but deficiencies should be distinguished from need (as in Scotland). Qualitative factors measure positive impacts which are often ignored.

### Arguments relating to the retail regulatory environment

Neither Barker nor the Competition Commission are engaged in promoting successful town centres. Even with the need test there is still significant out of town development.

### Arguments for removing need test

In a regulated market retailers are forced to be innovative

### Comments

Both of these are true but they are not central to the need test, but rather regulation as a whole.
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